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Abstract - Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in the
United States. It usually exhibits its presence with the formation of
pulmonary nodules. Nodules are round or oval-shaped growth
present in the lung. Computed Tomography (CT) scans are used
by radiologists to detect such nodules. Computer Aided Detection
(CAD) of such nodules would aid in providing a second opinion to
the radiologists and would be of valuable help in lung cancer
screening. In this research, we study various feature selection
methods for the CAD system framework proposed in FlyerScan.
Algorithmic steps of FlyerScan include (i) local contrast
enhancement (ii) automated anatomical segmentation (iii)
detection of potential nodule candidates (iv) feature computation
& selection and (v) candidate classification. In this paper, we study
the performance of the FlyerScan by implementing various
classification methods such as linear, quadratic and Fischer linear
discriminant classifier. This algorithm is implemented using a
publicly available Lung Image Database Consortium – Image
Database Resource Initiative (LIDC-IDRI) dataset. 107 cases from
LIDC-IDRI are handpicked in particular for this paper and
performance of the CAD system is studied based on 5 example
cases of Automatic Nodule Detection (ANODE09) database. This
research will aid in improving the nodule detection rate in CT
scans, thereby enhancing a patient’s chance of survival.
Index Terms – Computed Tomography, Computer Aided
Detection System, Lung Cancer, Fischer Linear Discriminant
Classifier, Quadratic Classifier, Neural Network.
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I. INTRODUCTION
UNG cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in the

United States. According to the National Cancer
Institute, 158,080 lung cancer cases are expected by the end of
2016 [1]. Early detection of potentially cancerous nodules could
improve patients’ chances of survival [2]. Nodules are round or
oval shaped growth present in the lung. Imaging techniques
such as Computed Tomography (CT) and chest radiographs are
used in order to detect such cancerous nodules. In the Early
Lung Cancer Action Project, low dose CT has proven to be
more effective than chest radiographs [2]. These imaging
techniques, especially low-dose CT, have been successful in the
initial screening of lung cancer detection. In this research, we
primarily focus on CT. Early detection of such potentially
cancerous nodules is a problem attracting great interest. These

nodules are approximately round or oval shaped lesions present
in the lung with well-defined boundaries. In high resolution
CTs, it is not only possible to identify such nodules but also
make some useful measurements regarding its shape, volume,
etc. In certain Medical Imaging modality, CT provides
numerous slices of image data which can be time consuming
and potentially fatiguing for radiologists to study. Also, dealing
with this bulk volume of CT data is quite a challenge. Thus,
Computer Aided Detection (CAD) for automatically
identifying such pulmonary nodules on CT is very essential and
would be of great help for lung cancer screening. This CAD
system would eventually enhance the work flow of radiologist.
Extensive research has been done on automatic detection of
lung cancer nodules for the last few decades. However, there is
still scope for further improvement. A typical CAD system
contains a front end detector, candidate segmentator and a
feature based classifier/neural network to distinguish the
candidates. Sensitivity of these modules [3, 4] is undoubtedly
one of the parameters that could be improved.
One area for improvement, we believe, is within the design
of feature-based classifiers. We improvise by identifying a best
set of features that are necessary for a particular type of
classifier to distinguish nodules from non-nodules by looking
into existing set of feature selection methods and also by
identifying set of features that performs well across various set
of classifiers. We also study the performance of various
classification techniques that would enhance the performance
of existing CAD system by locking into certain set of features.
Till date, not much study has examined this portion of backend
processor. Implementation of this feature-based classification
technique is an interesting area to explore. We provide our
findings and results for Lung Image Database Consortium
Image and Image Database Resource Initiative (LIDC-IDRI)
and Automatic Nodule Detection (ANODE09) database.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the necessary background about existing CAD
systems. Section 3 provides a brief description about the
databases that are employed in this research. Section 4
elucidates the proposed methods. Section 5 presents the

experimental results obtained using the proposed methods.
Finally, conclusions are offered in Section 6.
II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
Automated CAD of lung nodules has been an active field of
research and several CAD systems have been proposed in the
literature [3]. In this paper, we primarily follow the footsteps of
the CAD system proposed in [3] and it would serve as the
benchmark for our proposed CAD system.
For instance, [5] utilizes the ‘N-Quoit filter’, [6] describes
the diagnosis rules based on fuzzy clustering. In 1999, [7], a
hybrid classifier combining an unsupervised and a supervised
model was designed to improve classification performance of
malignant and benign masses in Mammograms. In 2001, an
improved system that combines 2-D and 3-D feature analysis
along with linear discriminant classifier was proposed in [8].
Another system [9] was designed based on improved templatematching technique built on genetic algorithm. [10] proposed
new gradient concentration features for recognizing polyps.
[11] presented a detection system that uses a surface normal
overlap technique along with simple rule-based classifier to
attenuate False Positive (FP) findings. [12] applies various
classification techniques such as support vector machine, kernel
Fisher discriminant, AdaBoost for automated classification.
[13] uses a localized search method based on anatomical
classification to detect potential nodule candidates in chest
radiographs. [14] incorporated a dot enhancement filter for
candidate selection and a neural classifier for reduction of FPs.
[15] proposed a novel CAD system for identifying lung nodules
in 2-D chest radiographs that comprises of a novel weighted
multiscale convergence-index filter and an adaptive distance
based threshold algorithm for potential candidates
segmentation. A set of 114 features are computed for each
candidate. Gaussian Bayes Linear classifier (GBL), Fisher
Linear Discriminant (FLD) and quadratic classifier are
compared in [15] as well. In this research, we primarily follow
the footsteps of the CAD system proposed in [3] and it would
serve as the benchmark for our system. Figure 1 represents the
block diagram of the CAD system presented in [3].
For this research, we focus on front end detector systems in
[3] where front end detection is performed using the following
methods (i) image down-sampling & orientation (ii) Local
contrast enhancement (iii) 3-D lung segmentation (iv) 3-D
detection of potential nodule candidates and segmentation. At
first, CT data is oriented consistently and down-sampled later.
Down sampling is done to increase the resolution compatibility
between the training and testing data. Image down-sampling is
also performed to reduce the processing time and for noise
smoothing. 3-D Lung Segmentation along with potential
candidate detection and segmentation is performed on the
oriented and down-sampled CT scans as described in [3].
Figure 2 shows the typical front end detector result for a case
from LIDC-IDRI - Case 0001.

Figure 1: Top level block diagram of the CAD system
proposed in [3]

Figure 2: Typical Front end detector result for LIDC-IDRI:
Case 0001
III. DATABASES USED
A. ANODE Database
The Automatic Nodule Detection 2009 (ANODE09) dataset
comprises of 55 anonymized CT Scans [16]. 5 out of these 55
scans are set as examples and are available with radiologist
annotations. These 5 example cases serve as testing dataset for
this research. However, the radiological annotations of these 50
cases are not available publicly.
The ANODE09 database were observed by 3 radiologists;
Nodules detected were classified into two different categories
relevant and irrelevant. Irrelevant nodules are findings below
4mm. In the 5 example cases, there are 39 relevant nodules and
31 irrelevant ones are noted whereas in the 50 testing cases, 207
relevant and 433 irrelevant findings are recorded.

B. LIDC-IDRI Database
LIDC–IDRI is a publicly available database in the National
Biomedical Imaging Archive (NBIA) [17]. The LIDC data has
been collected from various sites in the United States. This
established database was initiated by the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) which was further enhanced by the Foundation
of the National Institutes of Health (FNIH) along with Food and
Drug Administration (FDA). The LIDC/IDRI contains 1018 CT
scans and each of them have been studied by at least one of the
radiologists. In the initial blinded-read phase, each radiologist
annotated the CT scan independently and marked lesions. Later,
each radiologist independently reviewed their own markings
along with the markings of the other three radiologists to render
their final opinion. There is some dissent among the
radiologists about many of their nodule findings even after the
second session of study. This database contains ‘7371’ lesions
marked as a ‘nodule’ by at least one of the radiologists out of
which 2669 are above 3mm.
IV. METHODS
We extract a set of 503 features from the segmented
candidates including the 245 features mentioned in [3]. Feature
selection is later processed to select the optimum set of features
to aid classification. In [3], the subset of features from the
computed 245 is selected based on the area under the Free
Receiving Operating Curve (FROC) between 0-10 FPs. In [15],
classification comparison is performed for GBL, Quadratic and
FLD techniques. In this research, we primarily focus on
Quadratic, Linear and FLD classifier. The performance of the
CAD system is usually measured using a FROC or ANODE09
metric. By ANODE09 metric, we measure the performance of
the entire CAD system provided in a single score [4]. The
sensitivities are measured at: 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 FPs per
patient. Sensitivities at those particular points are averaged to
get an overall score for the system.
A. Feature Selection methods
Now, we study the performance of various feature selection
methods such as Sequential Forward Selection (SFS),
Sequential Backward Removal (SBR) after SFS by locking into
a particular type of classifier.
1) Sequential Forward Selection
In SFS, features are added to an empty set one-by-one. At
each step, one feature is added and we measure the performance
of the system. For this project, performance of the feature is
either determined based on Area under the Curve (AUC)
between 0-10 FPs or bin scoring metric. Bin metric system
computes the overall AUC based on the ANODE scoring metric
using bins with key points at : 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4 and 8 FPs
per patient. Features that provide the maximum area or bin
score metric value would be selected. This type of selection
would help us avoid exhaustive enumeration.
2) Sequential Backward Removal
Contrasting to SFS, in SBR, we would remove features one
by one based on their impact. For this scenario as well, we make
use of various performance metrics. To reduce computation

complexity, we try implementing SBR along with SFS to
determine the best suite of features necessary for classification.
B. Classification methods
In this research, we study the following classification
methods and their performance based on a particular set of
features selected.
1) Quadratic Classifier
As the name suggests, quadratic classifier forms a quadratic
decision boundary to distinguish the patterns [18]. It is also
known as a minimum error classifier for Gaussian classes with
different covariance [18]. The heart of this classifier depends
on the estimate of the mean and the covariance of their
respective classes. The decision of quadratic classifier is based
on a discriminant function (g) provided in equation 1.
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X represents the feature vector in question. M, ∑ and P
represent the mean, covariance and prior of respective classes.
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2) Linear Classifier
A linear classifier forms a linear decision boundary to
distinguish the patterns. It is also known as the minimum error
classifier for Gaussian classes with equal covariance. Here, we
have a common covariance for all the samples instead of
individual covariance for respective classes. Common
covariance is estimated based on the covariance of all the
samples. g is calculated based on Equation 3 and final decision
is made based on equation 2.
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3) FLD Classifier
FLD classifier is a special case of linear classifier [18]. Here,
common covariance is estimated based on the mean of
covariance of the respective classes as shown in Equation 4.
∑=
(∑ +∑ )
(4)
However, g and final decision remains the same as
mentioned in equations 3 and 2.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results that includes
FROC analysis. At first, we handpick 107 LIDC-IDRI cases
from the entire dataset of 1010 cases. These cases match the
thickness and spacing of 5 example cases of ANODE09
database. 107 cases of LIDC-IDRI dataset serve as the training
dataset and 5 cases of ANODE09 dataset serve as the testing
dataset. We shortlist the top 300 features out of the 503 features

available using ‘rank’. Front end sensitivity of ANODE09 using
the front end detector described in [3] is found to be 84.62%.
Additionally, we consider only the relevant nodules present in
ANODE09 for our evaluation.
We compare the feature selection methods by locking the
classification technique. FLD classification method is used in
this scenario. Feature selection is conducted using k-fold
validation of training dataset. We perform SFS, based on AUC
between 0-10 FPs metric. Number of features selected for each
type of selection is based on a knee point obtained in the SFS
merit function curve. Now, we perform SBR to shortlist
features from 100 features selected using SFS. SBR is
performed on the bin metric scoring system.
Figures 3 and 4 show the merit function curve obtained using
SFS and SBR after the application of SFS. Figure 5 shows the
FROC curves obtained for the testing dataset after selection of
features based on the various selection techniques mentioned
using a FLD classifier. Table I shows the number of features
selected using each method along with the corresponding
ANODE score obtained.

Figure 5: FROC showing CAD performance on ANODE09
dataset as a function of features selected based on SFS, and
SBR after SFS using FLD Classifier
TABLE I
Performance comparison of various feature selection methods
using FLD classifier on ANODE09 dataset
Feature
Selection
Method
SFS
SBR after SFS

No. of
features
selected
20
18

ANODE
Score
0.5604
0.6227

Area under
the curve (010 FPs)
6.89
7.05

Now, we compare the classification techniques by
performing SFS based on area under the curve utilizing k-fold
validation using each classifier type respectively. Figure 6
shows the SFS process merit function for linear, quadratic and
FLD classifier. Figure 7 and Table II shows the results obtained
using various classification techniques for ANODE09 utilizing
SFS based selected features.
Figure 3: SFS process merit function using FLD classifier

Figure 4: SBR after SFS Process merit function using FLD
classifier

Figure 6: SFS process merit function using Linear, Quadratic
and FLD classifier

in a CAD system. Furthermore, this CAD system serves as a
new benchmark for future research efforts.
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